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The decision to write this article was heavily influenced by David

Grant’s Major Research Paper (MRP) “They Don’t Really Care About

Us: The Stories of Previously Incarcerated Black Men In Scarborough

and Their Experiences with Displaced Anger through A Critical Race

Theory Perspective” (2017). This paper did an immaculate job at

capturing the experiences of Black men in Canada; really

deconstructing the links between experiences within the education

system impacting one's involvement with the judicial system. He

organizes the findings from his research to show how the progression

of Black men who have had involvement with the criminal justice

system,  began in their early grade school days of being criminalized

by teachers, principals, major authority figures and societal members

(Grant, p. 33, 2017). Which inevitably began to write the story of where

this society destined for Black men to be: under scrutiny and

punishment by police officers, correctional officers, the legal system

and broader society.

One of the most interesting components of this research was the

honesty and transparency that the participants illustrated in sharing

their story. In no way did they victimize themselves - David did an

amazing job at creating the connections that exposed them as victims

to a system that was built to destroy them - they even collectively

“admitted to knowing they caused trouble and were not the best of

students in school and on the streets”  (Grant, p. 33, 2017).
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But there was a distinction between the way that

“their white peers in school or jail [who were]

committing similar acts and receiving consequences

for them, were still treated much more humanely

than the Black men were” (Grant, p. 34, 2017).

And we see this play out in the high rates of

suspensions and expulsions of Black students within

the school system, right up to the high rates of

incarceration and police brutality within the Black

community. We see how the Black community is

groomed to be subject to harsher punishment

throughout all stages of their development through

childhood, adolescence right up until adulthood. And

it was also found that “third and fourth grade reading

test score data along with high-school dropout rates

are used to predict what space is needed in prisons

for future developments (Allen & Smith, -.445, 2014).

Which displays how the system operates as a well

oiled machine, to capture the downfalls within the

education system instead of allowing it to provide

insight to community projects, security and support.

Instead, the school system is designed to - both

socially and structurally - develop a pathway -

pipeline if you may, to strategically lead certain

(BLACK) populations directly to the incarceration

system.  And it doesn’t take much thought to connect

how high expulsion rates lead to high drop out rates,

everyone has asked this question before: why is the

punishment for missing too many classes or

misbehaving in school being forbidden to attend

school? What purpose does this serve? What message

does this send? How does the message of “you don’t

belong here” inevitably result in drop out rates, and

acting out?

The disproportionate disciplining of Black and

white bodies also makes you think - to what extent

are the actions done by white and Black bodies

dismissed and penalized dependent upon their

identity? There were correlations found between

who was criminalized, and experienced restrictions

to opportunities based solely on physical

appearance (mainly their skin colour as Black men),

with heightened exposure to punishment due to

facial hair and their physical size (Grant, p. 33,

2017).

When considering this, coupled with the

socioeconomic status of Black communities across

North America, where the impacts of these social

operations are intensified in poor urban centres

forcing not only the navigation of their identity

criminalizing them - but also managing the

stressors of community violence and poverty

(Grant, p. 33, 2017). And how society's imposition of

hyper-masculinity on Black men can lead to the

confusion of their roles, expectations and

“acceptable” behaviours; especially, when what is

pushed as “Black” and “masculine” is the same

presentation that results in their public scrutiny,

mass incarceration and restriction from

opportunity.

And so we conclude with a thought provoking
question pulled from David Grant’s MRP: “Are
these schools actually pipelines to prisons or are
they as an institution becoming prisons?” (I.
Abdillahi, personal communication, 2016)
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